INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULT
Let v be a measure on C. The double integral has been used in potential theory for a long time and it has been called logarithmic energy there [9] . It is a very remarkable fact that essentially the same quantity appeared in Voiculescu's work on free probability theory [11] [12] [13] [14] (also [6] ). When Voiculescu modeled probability laws by the eigenvalue distribution of random matrices in his random matrix heuristics, the above logarithmic energy appeared as a renormalized Boltzmann-Shannon entropy [ 11 ] . One characteristic feature of entropylike quantities is that they can serve as a rate function in large deviation theorems. Indeed, the logarithmic energy (alias Voiculescu's free entropy) is the rate function in a very recent large deviation theorem obtained by Ben Arous and Guionnet [ 1 ] , which concerns the empirical eigenvalue distribution of Gaussian symmetric random matrices as the matrix size tends to infinity. The subject of the present paper is to obtain a large deviation theorem for the empirical eigenvalue distribution of random unitary matrices. This work has been motivated very much by a preliminary version of [ 1 ] , we use the method developed in that paper. The final published version of the work of Ben Arous and Guionnet treats random unitaries, however the full large deviation was not obtained in [1] .
Let us recall the definition of the large deviation principle [3] . Let Let U(n) denote the group of n x n unitary matrices and let yn be the Haar probability measure on U(n) . Moreover, let be the space of all probability Borel measures on the unit circle T c C.
For U E U(n) we 
Therefore
Thanks to the weak* continuity of ~' r-+ y) dp'(y) we get Letting a -+00 yields inequality (3.2) . D A measure ~, on 1f may be identified with the distribution so that we write dp (9) Furthermore, we can naturally extend the free entropy of unitaries to the case of multi-unitaries ( U1, ... , UN ) as Voiculescu's free entropy X (X 1, ... , X N ) in the selfadjoint case was introduced in [12] . The free entropy of multi-unitaries is not directly related to probability theory, hence it is not discussed here, see [7] . We confine ourselves to pointing out that the unitary (or conditioned) version of multiple free entropy has properties similar to those in [ 12] .
